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Opti-Tools Webinar (Optimizer Plus feature)
“If you change the way you
look at things, the things you
look at will change.”
Workshops/Webinars
 Optimizer Plus Webinar
 Optimizer Plus IV Meeting

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
I certainly don’t know how 2015
passed so quickly! During the year
we added 9 new customers, completed 6 Optimizer Plus rebalances
(reducing 10 trucks!), completed 4
company mergers and added 5
new Optimizer Plus customers.
Thanks to everyone that made the
investment for additional training,
whether it was for your ‘Go-To’
persons, drivers, CSR’s, managers
or owners. We made excellent use
of our training lab in 2015 and
expect to use it more in 2016.
We’re planning a 30th anniversary
celebration at our User Meeting
and Conference to be held at a
new venue next summer. We are
finalizing the exact location and
dates and will let you know soon.
Also, be sure to mark your calendar for Optimizer Plus Workshop
IV to be held next April (location
and dates to be determined).
I hope you and your families had
a very happy Thanksgiving!
Karla

We invite you to an online
webinar for Opti-Tools. This
fast-paced, hour-long session will demonstrate many great tips to effectively utilize
the many features of Opti-Tools+. If you
are a current Optimizer Plus user be sure to attend one of these webinars to learn how to . . .



Properly use exclusions



Group tanks effectively (and when/why you should not group tanks)

Hosted by:

Optigistics, Inc. Team | K & K Management Solutions Team

Dates:

Thursday, December 10, 2015 or Friday, December 11, 2015

Time:

11:00 A.M.—NOON (Eastern Time) [10:00 A.M.—11:00 A.M. (Central Time)]

Number:

(800) 783-6560, extension 492

Webinar Link:

https://Support.KKComp.com

Link to session:

Will be sent soon

Comment:

The webinar link (above) will be posted 15 minutes prior to the meeting

Primarily for:

Current Optimizer Plus users



Panasonic U1’s with 1 GB of memory using
Windows XP are no longer supported.



Don’t allow your trucks to be down this winter
with outdated software. The technology has
changed with most new units now installed
with at least 8 GB of memory.



Please contact Mat Jones for a proposal to
upgrade your units at mjones@kkcomp.com or
(800) 783-6560, ext. 292.

Pin: 1234#

ENERGY-FORCE
Release Notes  Version 16
 We have made many upgrades and
enhancements to:






Energy-Force
Energy-Commerce
Energy-Service

A K & K team
member will
be contacting
you very soon
to schedule
your customized update.

Energy-Force.com
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Successful Training Sessions and Workshops
Thanks to our ‘Valued Partners’ that attended workshops in our training lab,
at the Optimizer Plus meeting or ‘In-the-Field’ driver workshops. All participants were successfully trained in Energy-Force, Energy-Service, EnergyTrack, Optimizer Plus, initial/specialized areas or customized consulting.
If you were not able to make it this year, please plan to attend in 2016.
Proper training is
invaluable to ensure
Energy-Force is used
effectively for maximum productivity,
efficiency and profitability.

OUTSIDE WORKSHOPS

Sessions Participants

Optimizer Plus (March, IN)

1

36

Driver Training (June, SD)

3

25

Driver Training (June, NE)

5

38

Driver Training (August, WI)

2

30

Driver Training (August, OH)

3

11

Truck Comp. & Energy-Track

5

38

Total

19

178

A quick recap this year:

 33 sessions/workshops
 49 ‘Valued Partners’ attended
 263 individuals trained
We are upgrading our training lab
with new chairs and tables so everyone is more comfortable for two or
more days of training (our investment
is to ensure that everyone’s training is
effective and comfortable).
We plan to have more workshops and
training sessions in 2016 (will be listed
on Energy-Force.com), including
more Webinars (Optimizer Plus/OptiTools webinar planned in December).
In 2015, we welcomed Donahue Gas,
Becks, CHS-Northwest, CHSHoldredge, CHS-Carrolton, Wendt’s
Propane, CVA , River Country Coop
and Farmway to the K & K family. Fisher Farm Services also installed over 60 new trucks.
Be sure to attend our User Meeting and Conference next summer (specific location/details still
being finalized) to thank you for being a Valued
Partner and to celebrate our 30th anniversary!

TRAINING LAB WORKSHOPS Sessions

Participants

Initial Training

3

11

Truck Computer & EnergyTrack Troubleshooting

4

24

Energy-Service/Mobile

2

7

CSR/Energy-Force

3

36

Special Training/Consulting

2

7

Total

14

85
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“Change is Mandatory;
Progress is Optional”
Workshops in 2016
 Truck Computer/Energy-Track
 Energy-Force/CSR (Advanced)
 We’re open to new workshops!

Quick Tips
 If you have a new truck being
built and require truck install
hardware, please be sure to let
us know 6-8 weeks in advance.

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Next year will be 30 years since I
started K & K in 1986! Where does
the time go? I have certainly enjoyed meeting and working with
each and every one of you!
We’re planning a 30th anniversary
celebration at our Annual User
Meeting and Conference to be
tentatively held at a new location
next summer. We are currently
finalizing the exact location and
dates. Be sure to consider attending this exciting event!

Thanks for being a K & K Partner!
Karla

Photo Gallery at Energy-Force.com

Energy-Force.com

Valued Partner Spotlight
Farmway Co-op, Inc. was founded in 1911 as a petroleum co-op
with eventual expansion into grain and agronomy. Their headquarters are in Beloit, Kansas and currently employ 166 employees in 37
locations. Farmway acquired three new businesses in 2014 to
expand their energy department and also made acquisitions in grain
and fertilizer. In 2014, the USDA listed Farmway as the 70th largest Agricultural Co-op in the country.
Mallory Wittstruck, Director of Communications, notes the Board of Directors has 14 forwardthinking, active members. Their motto is ‘Helping Our
Owners Succeed’ by becoming more efficient in marketing, storage and efficiencies with four Core Values: Sharing profits and success, Leading with innovative and
customized solutions, Developing professional and passionate employees and Providing global market access.

Terry Lambert, Business Development/Energy Sales and Tracy Haller, Energy Procurement/
Operations have been very instrumental in the successful implementation of Energy-Force.
Some comments from Tracy and her drivers are listed below.

“A very positive experience for
our drivers.”

“We have many veteran drivers (25+
years) that don’t like computers
or even cellphones. We kept it
“Drivers especially love not
positive by telling them they are
having any more hand tickgoing to have truck computers
ets and now ensure that all
but not to get rid of their jobs.
updates to tank serial numbers, After only 48 hours, once they
tank sizes, etc. are all correct. They now see the Kgot used to it, they said ‘We
Factors which makes them feel a lot more in control.”
never want to go back to hand
tickets or to the old way.’”
“Call-In orders work much better than before with
less opportunity for lost calls or missed deliveries.”
“We were proactive by using Energy-Force to continue to grow
“We are working on transitioning Energy-Force
without creating more problems so Farmway and our
smoothly with our Agris accounting software. Daily
clears, journals, postings from Energy-Force are very drivers can now grow with Energy-Force.”
good and seamless.”
“Really tickled with the whole group at K
& K. We hope to continue partnering
“Really excited to realize the benefits to
with them to receive the many
increase efficiencies and anxious to use
other solutions that K & K offers,
Optimizer Plus by this December for
such as help with new processes.
automated routing.”
We enjoy working together and
“I have been in business for 22 years
traveling to K & K for training and
and believe once our drivers use Optimiztalking with other customers with noer Plus they will see the routing efficiencies it
holds barred. Karla is really good at asking
will create and will be very happy with the results.”
us for what we really need.”
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Spotlight:
Suite of Products

Energy-Service

Energy-Service is totally “wrapped” around Energy-Force—they use the same customer numbers, eliminating all duplicate entries, lost parts
and frustration. Everything you and your service techs need to be successful is available every day from the main screen.

Energy-Force

Energy-Service
Proposals

Purchase Orders









Invoices

Enter all information only once!
Service techs have everything they need!
Tracks by warehouse and service truck!
Allows multiple service locations!
Turn Proposals into Invoices instantly!
Updates A/R in Energy-Force automatically!
Easily collect customer/driver signatures!

 Tracks all service orders for tank sets, leak tests, system checks—up to installing a furnace or other appliance!
 Customize the information you would like to collect (water heater, furnace, cook stove, logs, etc.)!
 Tracks inventory to dramatically reduce costly inventory losses/write-downs that hurt profitability!

Energy-Service Mobile
 Service Orders, Proposals and Invoices downloaded to Mobile Device





that show each tech assignment and their schedule for the day!
Technicians can print invoice and
collect payments at the customer!
Service techs are not spending
their time at the end of the day
(or even later) trying to complete
their tickets!
Tracks Purchase Orders for all
inventory items through receipt of
the products— eliminating lost billings!

If viewing as a PDF, click
on image to visit our web
site or go to energyforce.com/energy-service/
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Do these look like the inside of Your Trucks?

Welcome to K & K!
 Wendt’s Propane and Oil (NY)

Upcoming Workshops

If so, there may be significant downtime for your drivers and lost revenue this heating season. Keeping
your trucks (and drivers) on the road every day is critical. Please note: these hardware/wiring issues
are not part of Energy-Track software and not supported by K & K.
Incorrect wiring

 Truck Computer/Energy-Track
October 13-14, 2015
 Energy-Force/CSR
October 20-21, 2015

Quick Tips
 Clean the inside of all of your
trucks before the busy season
 You may consider a complete
rewiring or diagnostics review
from a qualified installer
 Proper truck installations
allows your drivers to do what
they do best—deliver gallons!

Bad wire connections

New wires hooked
to old connections
Incorrect wiring

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
It’s hard to believe, but winter is
not that far away! Because keeping trucks on the road is critical to
your success during the heating
season we devoted this entire
issue to visually illustrate the ‘bad’
and the ‘good.’
I wish you and your families a safe,
fun and relaxing Labor Day!

Messy

Dangling wires
Unstable

Thanks for being a K & K Partner!
Karla

Be sure to visit Energy-Force.com
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Examples of Proper Installation and Mounting of Truck Hardware
The images below illustrate ideal wiring and connections that prevent common delivery inefficiencies from bad truck wiring and installations
(not caused by Energy-Track software). There is no better time to make the commitment to ensure your trucks are ready for the heating season!
Appropriately gauged wire and proper grounding

Solid wire connections

A great example of proper
hardware installation

Hardware securely
mounted in the cab

No loose wires hanging in cab
(note use of zip ties to secure)

Hardware securely mounted in cab

Solid wire connections
tied to a pole with zip ties

Printer securely mounted and
wires properly secured

Solid wire connections

K & K Management Solutions Partner Newsletter
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Latest News
 Gena Hartley has been promoted to the new position of
Vice President—Operations
effective July 16, 2015.

Upcoming Workshops
 Driver Workshop  Eau Claire
August 11-12 (Holiday Inn)
 CSR/Energy-Force Workshop
August 18-19 (K & K Train Lab)
 Driver Workshop  Findlay, OH
August 25-26 (Holiday Inn Exp.)

Quick Tips
 Stormy weather this summer!
Be sure to back up your data
daily and test it often to be
sure it is not corrupted, etc.
 Be sure to take advantage of
your unique customer portal at

If viewing this as a PDF,
click on images to go
directly to the web page!

https://cw.kkcomp.com/support

 Mountainview Cooperative (MT) upgrad-

Karla’s Korner

ing trucks and rebalancing routes

Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Wow, the summer is half over and
we have a lot to do before the
season begins. I have heard many
great comments from drivers
attending the Driver workshops
and CSR training sessions. Be sure
to invest in your drivers and CSR’s
to learn best practices from our
professional support team.

 Country Pride (SD) buying Optimizer Plus
 Beck’s Suppliers (OH) new partner with
12 propane and refined fuel trucks

 Farmway Cooperative (KS) new partner
with 7 propane and refined fuel trucks

 Wendts Propane (NY) new partner with
4 propane trucks

 Farmers Cooperative and CVA Central
Valley Ag (NE) merged successfully

 Taylor Gas (MD) service training and
Optimizer Plus

I am excited about the promotion
of Gena Hartley to improve our
internal operations and serve each
of you, our valued partners, better.

 Key Cooperative (IA) wiring trucks and

Thanks for being a K & K Partner!

 Allied Cooperative and Country Visions

Karla

training on-site before Winter

 Farmers Cooperative (NE) summer fill
mode and rebalancing for Fall 2015
(WI) new locations and rebalancing

 Coenergy (WA) professional services
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 Driver trouble-

Final Workshops in August
 Invest in ALL OF YOUR DRIVERS to be
re-trained at the Driver workshops. If your
drivers can’t get out the door, you lose efficiencies and dollars because gallons are not going
into your customer’s tanks.



Eau Claire, WI
August 11-12



Findlay, OH
August 25-26



 Both locations have two workshops on Tuesday and Wednesday, each
3 ½ hours (morning workshops are 8:30 A.M. - Noon (‘AM’) and
afternoon workshops are 1:30 P.M. – 5:00 P.M. (‘PM’).

 If drivers are staying overnight, the hotel reservation number is listed
 Workshops limited to a 20 persons, view more on Energy-Force.com
 Contact Chris at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com or (800) 783-6560, x290
for a registration form or any K & K team member.






shooting tips
Percentage updates
(wrong K-Factor)
Sending comments
(ticklers) with trips
How to change
directions, tank
name
Correct way to turn
off the handheld
How to change the
department
Duplicate invoice,
too small, how to
correct
Splits – how to use








and modify
price/%
Presets – why
they have to be
selected in the
tank screen first
and deliver
Multi-Delivery –
Editing/allowing E
-T to pull the first
delivery before
starting the pump
again for the next
delivery in multidelivery situations
Adding extra items
(service fee, reg.)
Taking a payment

at time of invoice

 Safety and a review
of every feature

 How to clean connections and dock

 How GPS works and
tips to update

 Discounts, Q & A
and much more . . .

Be sure to visit our Web site
for more information and PDF’s
on how Optimizer Plus can
dramatically increase your
productivity and efficiency!
OPTIMIZER PLUS





Have all drivers scheduled with
their best route by 5:00 A.M.
New drivers can be as productive
as veteran drivers their very first
day
Rebalancing routes before going
into winter and/or for spring irrigation

Opti-Tool




Displays a calendar to allow for
driver days off if you know a blizzard or other significant event is
imminent to automatically reschedule your trucks
Designed to now allow ‘grouping’
of tanks very efficiently so when
one tank is ‘triggered’ for a delivery, all tanks within the same the
group will be delivered reducing
miles driven considerably

“Summer Fill” Mode






K & K Management Solutions Partner Newsletter

Allows you to select tanks to deliver to by both customer and delivery type
Can schedule in a very dense area
while driving low miles and topping off as necessary
Easily handles Keep-Fulls, Julians,
Call-ins and, of course, “summerfills”
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Weighted-Degree-Days

Latest News
 Congratulations on the merger
of CVA (York, NE) with Farmers
Coop (Hinton, IA) on July 1st!
Both are Energy-Force users.

Did you know the Maintenance Tables has a Weighted Degree Days option? If you
are located in an area of the country where degree days continue to accrue during the
summer (where the temperature goes below 65 degrees but the furnace is never turned on), the
Weighted Degree Day option allows you to set these months to use zero or a partial percentage
of the actual daily degree days incurred.

Upcoming Workshops

An example: You might have 40 degree
days for June, July, and August. If you set
the weighted degree day option to 0%, it
will not adjust any gallons in the tank. In
September, if there are 20 degree days
and you set the weighted degree day option to 50% it will use 10 degrees (20 x
50%) to adjust the gallons in the tank.

 Driver Workshop  Eau Claire
August 11-12 (Holiday Inn)
 CSR/Energy-Force Workshop
August 18-19 (K & K Train Lab)
 Driver Workshop  Findlay, OH
August 26-27 (Holiday Inn Exp.)

Quick Tips
 The proper tank RRN must be
entered in the vendor tank
monitoring software to be sure
it is updating the proper tank
 Make sure you have proper
backup of all data prior to
rolling back the degree day
clock (TANK, DDREAD, TANKREAD and SDD customers must
contact K & K the day rolled
back to ensure accuracy)
 PDF’s of previous newsletters
available on energy-force.com

Please note these values must be set for
each Degree Day Region, set for the
entire month and never changed during the month (this helps keep your K-Factors more accurate).
Our thanks to Randy Camp for requesting this feature when he was an Energy-Force user in Michigan.
He still uses Energy-Force at CoEnergy in Oregon where he now deals with mountainous regions.

Are You Using the Call-In Analysis Reports?
Summer is a great time to carefully review your Call-In Analysis Report (find it as Report #13 on the
Management Report Menu). Here’s some tips and examples from two real-world customers.


The Cust. % is the percentage in the tank the customer told the CSR when calling in.



The Starting % is the percentage the driver reported during the delivery.

Customer
is exactly what you want to see because the percentage the customer reported is almost
the same as what the driver sees at the tank, which means they are getting a full tank fill each time.

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
We had excellent attendance at
our June Driver Workshops. Be
sure to register soon to reserve a
spot for our August Driver Workshops (you can also view them on
our web site at energy-force.com).
I hope you are enjoying your summer with family and friends.
Thanks for being a K & K Partner!
Karla

Customer
is not want you want to see because they are calling in when almost or already out of gas
(a 1000 gal. companyowned tank averaging
only 310 gallons per
delivery). These deliveries require leak
tests and cost your
drivers valuable delivery time.
Is this a profitable
customer for you or
should you send them
to a competitor?
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Next Driver Workshops in August  Eau Claire, WI and Findlay, OH
We’ve added many exciting new enhancements to Energy-Track the past few years and we want to be sure you are using it
properly, possibly because your drivers may have been trained by another driver or not fully updated for any reason.

August
Eau Claire, WI
August 11-12



Please consider investing in ALL OF YOUR DRIVERS to be retrained at the driver workshops. If your drivers
can’t get out the door, you lose efficiencies and dollars because gallons are not going into your customer’s tanks.



Each location has two workshops on Tuesday and Wednesday with each 3 ½ hours so you can split your drivers if necessary (morning workshops are 8:30 A.M. - Noon (‘AM’) and afternoon workshops are 1:30 P.M. – 5:00 P.M. (‘PM’).



If drivers are staying overnight, the hotel reservation number is listed (be sure to register in July to receive the discounted K & K rate!)



Register early! All workshops are limited to a maximum of 20 persons.



For your convenience, you may register for all Workshops on one Registration Form and you can see all workshops on Energy-Force.com



Contact Chris at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com or (800) 783-6560, extension 290 for a registration form or contact any K & K team member.

Findlay, OH
August 25-26

. . . from drivers at our June Driver Workshops
in Sioux City, SD and Dorchester, NE

 “Excellent an helpful in many areas”
 “Needed this information a year ago”
 “Great to hear of different issues people
are having”

 “Lots of stuff I have never seen before”
 “Nice to get a better understanding of the
various areas”

 “Very, very important to have timely data
input”

 “Great to have all of the real-world troubleshooting tips!”

 “Learned how to change customer tanks
and other great stuff!”

 “Workshop was very good”
 “Multi-delivery, troubleshooting, LCR
info, default settings that can be changed”

 “I now know how to add comments to the
tickler very easily”








Driver troubleshooting tips
Percentage updates (wrong K-Factor)
Sending comments (ticklers) with trips

How to change directions, tank name
Correct way to turn off the handheld
How to change the department

 Duplicate invoice, too small, how to correct
 Splits – how to use and modify price/%
 Presets – why they have to be selected in the


tank screen first and deliver
Multi-Delivery – Editing/allowing E-T to pull the
first delivery before starting the pump again for
the next delivery in multi-delivery situations








Adding extra items (service fee, reg.)
Taking a payment at time of invoice
Safety and a review of every feature

How to clean connections and dock
How GPS works and tips to update
Discounts, Q & A and much more . . .

Our second CSR/Energy-Force
workshop to be held August 18-19
at our training lab is already full!
If interested in having a September
workshop, please contact Chris at
cspurgeon@kkcomp.com

K & K Management Solutions Partner Newsletter
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Latest News
 Thanks to everyone who
stopped by to say hello at the
WPGA convention in Reno

Upcoming
 Driver Workshop  Sioux Falls
June 2-3 (Hilton Garden Inn)
 Cenex Buyer’s Fair  Sioux Falls
June 9-10th
 Driver Workshop  Dorchester
June 16-17 (Farmers Coop.)
 Driver Workshop  Eau Claire
August 11-12 (Holiday Inn)
 CSR/Energy-Force Workshop
August 18-19 (K & K Train Lab)
 Driver Workshop  Findlay, OH
August 26-27 (Holiday Inn Exp.)

Quick Tips
 Work your data when times are
slower—it will pay off!

Karla’s Korner

Energy-Force | Your One-Stop Shop for Seamlessly Integrated, Comprehensive and Intelligent Energy-Operations Solutions

Summer is Coming—Time to ’Work Your Data’
This is a great time to get everything in order for next heating season. Here’s some tips . . .








Run reports to utilize your existing steel and manage switch outs (up/down resizing)
Pick up any company-owned tanks that have not had a delivery for over a year
Review your tank ‘on-holds’ and make any adjustments as necessary
Be certain you are updating dates properly in the tank file for leak or gas checks
(Are you using Work Orders or our new Energy-Service Suite to track and schedule?)
Run all appropriate Management Exception reports to uncover and correct any issues
Run Efficiency Reports for the past season. How did you do? What can be better for next year?

A Busy Year So Far!








We successfully held three Truck Computer & Energy-Track Troubleshooting Workshops at our new K & K Training Lab (24 persons
have attended so far with more workshops planned this Fall)
Driver Training Workshops ‘In-The-Field’ begin soon (see back page)
CSR/Energy-Force Workshop will be held in August at our lab (same as the May workshop)
Energy-Service Workshop held in May was very successful with four customers attending
New customers (‘Partners’) joining the K & K family this summer:

6—new customers (plus 3 new customers from mergers due to acquisitions)
Suite of Products purchased for summer implementation:

3—E-Commerce

5—Optimizer Plus (plus 5 current users for tank rebalancing)

5—Energy-Service & Energy-Service Mobile

Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Thanks to everyone for the excellent attendance at our training lab
workshops and for the many who
have registered for our first ‘Trainin-the-Field’ workshops held
across the country this summer.
Due to increased demand, a CSR/
Energy-Force Workshop (W20157) will be held August 18-19 at our
K & K Training Lab.
Be sure to check out our web site
Energy-Force.com for much more.
As always, many thanks for being
a Valued K & K Partner!
Karla

Gallons, Miles, Stops Easily from Energy-Force
We have several customers that participate in the NPGA Benchmarking Council. The group will be conducting their fifth Bobtail Operating, Cost & Efficiency Analysis which requires specific data by truck,
including gallons (throughput), miles driven, stops, etc. (Mike Shilts will be performing this study).
You can easily pull your gallons, miles and stops from Energy-Force if you are balancing the Bulk Truck
Reports Daily that come from the Truck Trip Reports or manually entered.
 Be sure to start running this report daily to
make certain it is correct.
This report should be an
integral part of your daily
balancing process to make
critical decisions.
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Driver ‘Train-in-the-Field’ Workshops Begin
Next Week (June 2-3) in Sioux Falls, SD!
As promised, we are hosting Driver Training this summer to make it more convenient for you in lieu of our
annual user Meeting (big thanks to Roger Kreifels of
June
August
Farmers Cooperative – Dorchester for the use of his
facility for our June 16-17th workshops). We’ve added
Sioux Falls, SD
Eau Claire, WI
many exciting new enhancements to Energy-Track the
June 2-3
August 11-12
past few years and we want to be sure you are using it
Dorchester, NE
Findlay, OH
properly. This is because your drivers may have been
June
16-17
August
25-26
trained by another driver and not fully updated.


Please consider investing in ALL OF YOUR DRIVERS to be retrained at the driver workshops.
If your drivers can’t get out the door, you lose efficiencies and dollars because gallons are not going into
your customer’s tanks, which causes driver and office frustration—and reduced cash flow.



Each location has two workshops on Tuesday and Wednesday with all workshops 3 ½ hours so you can
split your drivers if necessary (all morning workshops are 8:30 A.M. - Noon (‘AM’) and afternoon workshops are 1:30 P.M. – 5:00 P.M. (‘PM’).



If drivers are staying overnight, the hotel reservation number is listed (be sure to ask for the K & K rate)



All workshops are limited to a maximum of 20 persons for better interaction.



For your convenience, you can register for all Workshops on one Registration Form.



Contact Chris at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com or (800) 783-6560, extension 290 for a registration form or
simply contact any K & K team member. Also review a listing of workshops on Energy-Force.com.

K & K Management Solutions Partner Newsletter













Driver troubleshooting tips
Percentage updates (wrong K-Factor)

Sending comments (ticklers) with trips
How to change directions, tank name.
Correct way to turn off the handheld
How to change the department
Discounts and how they work
Duplicate invoice small-how to correct
How to clean connections and dock
How GPS works and tips to update
Splits – how to use and modify price or
percentage with button

 Presets – why they have to be selected
in the tank screen first and deliver

 Multi-Delivery – Editing and allowing
Energy-Track to pull the first delivery
before starting the pump again for the
next delivery plus other tips and tricks
for every multi-delivery situation






Adding extra items (service fee, reg.)
Taking a payment at time of invoice
Safety and a review of every feature
Q & A and much more . . .
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Latest News
 New Energy-Map will have turn
-by-turn instructions!
 Workshops in our training lab
are filling up fast!

Upcoming Conventions
 Western Propane  Reno
May 14-16th (Booth #514)
 Cenex Buyer’s Fair  Sioux Falls
June 9-10th (Booth TBD)

Quick Tips
 Be sure to carefully monitor
your budget customers for
potential large debit balances
as the budget season ends

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Wow, this has been a very busy
year! We have two new workshops held in our training lab in
the next two weeks and have just
returned from the SE Expo in Atlanta and M-Pact in Indianapolis.
As promised, we are still finalizing
our ‘Train in the Field’ workshops
this summer either at a hotel or at
one of our valued partner’s locations. Exact dates and locations
will be ‘locked down’ very soon.

You’re One-Stop Shop for Seamlessly Integrated, Comprehensive and Intelligent Energy-Operations Solutions

Gena Hartley to K & K!
Gena Hartley was hired as a valued member of the K & K Management Solutions
family on February 23, 2015 as Project Manager.
Gena has a diverse background in the agricultural and energy-related business for over 20
years. She initially worked for a local cooperative after college in the energy field. Gena was
then employed with CHS for fifteen years, including eight
years with CHS Oilseed Processing, a year and a half with CHS Marshall
before transferring to CHS Corporate for six years, primarily supporting
Energy-Force and truck implementations.
Gena has been married to her husband, Dave, for 18 years. They have a
son, Matt, who is 15. Gena loves to take long walks, play volleyball and
settle in with a good book whenever possible.
We are very pleased to have Gena as an integral member of the K & K
Team! Please feel free to contact her at (800) 783-6560, extension 288,
or ghartley@kkcomp.com.

Optimizer Plus Workshop III a Success!
Thanks to everyone for making our third annual Optimizer Plus
workshop, held March 23-24, 2015 at the Hilton Garden Inn by
the Indianapolis airport, an unqualified success.
We very much appreciated the valuable input from our guest
speakers; Dianne Schubert from Allied Cooperative (Wisconsin),
Tony Howell from River Valley Cooperative (Iowa) and Roger
Kreifels from Farmers Cooperative (Nebraska). They shared
many real-world insights and success stories with Optimizer Plus.
Our new Energy-Map, which will include turn-by-turn instructions
(including audio) for drivers to efficiently deliver to each tank, was also
highlighted with roll-out in early Fall.

Also thanks to our many customers who have recently updated to
Optimizer Plus, Energy-Track,
Energy-Commerce, Energy-Service
and our automated tasks.
Thanks for being a Valued Partner!
Karla
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Thanks For Saying ‘Hello’ at the Conventions!

Tangy Grilled
Pork Tenderloin

It is always a pleasure to see so many of our valued partners at conventions! Be sure to stop by
and say ‘hello’ since we are always glad to discuss any of our Suites and help in any way for you
to be successful. We always learn more about how we can make Energy-Force even
better and what we can do to increase your efficiencies.
If you are planning to attend
the Western Propane Gas
Association Convention in
Reno in a couple of weeks,
please be sure to stop and
by and say hello—we are
in Booth #514.

 Support@kkcomp.com
We want to provide you with outstanding support Please e-mail all support
requests to support@kkcomp.com.



Please do not leave a support message on an individual K & K
support person’s e-mail or voicemail



Why? Because a support ticket will not automatically be created and the specific person may
be on-site, training a class, working with a customer or otherwise not immediately available.



If you have a new issue, please send a new e-mail to support@kkcomp.com (don’t use an
existing ticket because the new issue may not be readily apparent).



If you do leave a voice mail, a ticket will automatically be created but not directly tied to your
company (must manually assign the ticket). If possible, please use support@kkcomp.com

Windows Server 2003
support ends July 14, 2015
(Microsoft note: there may be
higher expenses and possible
serious compliance issues)

Train 2015!

Workshops

Contact Chris at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com
or at (800) 783-6560, Extension 290
for assistance and for a Description,
Agenda and Registration Form

As promised, we are not having a User Meeting this year but are training at our lab and ‘In-TheField.’ We want you to get maximum benefit from everything Energy-Force has to offer to maximize your operations. Please note, we are still ‘firming’ up the Agendas, exact dates and locations, but wanted you to be able to tentatively ‘save the dates’.

Workshop at K & K’s Training Lab (5250 East U.S. Highway 36, Suite 100, Avon, IN 46123)
 Hands-on, customized workshops that cover all aspects in an intimate setting

‘Train-in-the-Field ’ Sessions at locations throughout the country (We come to you!)
 Sessions at hotels or other venues usually for 1/2 day. We will let you know soon!

Workshop Name

Code

Date(s)

Location

Energy-Service (Mobile-Service)

W2015-6

April 21-22, 2015

K&K

Energy-Service & Mobile Service users

Max
10

CSR’s/Energy-Force

W2015-5

May 5-6, 2015

K&K

CSR’s and managers (only one spot available)

Max
10

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!
T2015-1
June
What are ‘Train-the-Driver
in the Field’TBD
Workshops?

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field
“Train-the-Driver” in the Field
“Train-the-Manager” in the Field
“Train-the-Manager” in the Field
Truck Computer & Energy-Track

Description/Who Should Attend

Have your drivers been trained by another driver or someone not from K & K?
Exact dates, description and location coming soon!
T2015-2
June
Sioux Falls
This summer we are coming to specific areas across the country for complete training
for your drivers to use every feature of Energy-Track. The sessions will be approximately
Exact dates, description and location coming soon!
T2015-3
June
Denver
3 1/2 hours and a must before the next season to get your drivers ready to go!
How areT2015-21
these different from ‘Truck
Computer’ Workshops
held at K &Exact
K’s lab?
dates, description and location coming soon!
September
Omaha
The truck computer workshop in our lab is for your ‘Go-To’ person who needs to understand all
electronics truck computers
utilize and correct to solve
issues.description and location coming soon!
Exact dates,
T2015-22
September
TBD truck-related

W2015-7

September
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Latest News

Welcome Donahue Gas to the K & K Family!

 New sign installed at our
office—they look great!

Donahue Gas has been family owned & operated since 1938 with convenient locations in Anderson and Muncie, Indiana. They specialize in all aspects of propane from
home heating, vehicle conversions, fuel delivery and much more. They
started as Home Supply, an appliance company, by Thomas Donahue in
1947. Sons Jim, Ted and later Pat then took over until the 1970’s.

 Gearing up for an exciting year
at K & K and in the field

Upcoming Conventions

Brian Donahue, the President, believes that everyone in the company must be
able to wear several hats to be successful. Click on their Website and YouTube Video
for more information. A very warm welcome to Brian and everyone at Donahue Gas!

 M-PACT  Indianapolis
March 25-26th (Booth #125)
 Southeast Expo  Atlanta
April 11-13th (Booth #1330)
 Western Propane  Reno
May 14-16th (Booth #514)
 Cenex Buyer’s Fair  Sioux Falls
June 9-10th (Booth TBD)

Quick Tips
 Why are we seeing K-Factors
change this winter? Due to high
prices last winter, heat was
turned way down. This year,
with much lower prices and
more budgets, heat is set higher and using more propane.

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
So far, 2015 is looking to be a very
exciting year with some welcome
cold weather (but not too much).
I’m excited about our training this
year at our new training lab and
where we ’go on the road.’ We are
still firming up exact dates and
times with details to come soon.
Be sure to stop in at our booth and
say ‘hello’ at the conventions. I
always enjoy visiting with you!
Karla

All Documents Are Now Hyperlinked!
You can use all of our documents easily on any electronic device with hyperlinks. Here’s some examples:




Release Notes
(Upgrades/Fixes/Enhancements)
Troubleshooting Guides
(sample at right with iPad and Table of Contents) 
Manuals, Guides, Initial Work

The Table of Contents (shown at right) is always either on
the first or second page and is hyperlinked to make it very
easy to ‘jump’ from the Table of Contents to any page
in the document (and back again by a link on each
page bottom).
This makes it useful for anyone with an iPad/tablet, PC or
Toughpad to simply ’jump’ from one page to another and
quickly go to a specific area, problem or issue. It is also
great to ‘pinch’ to expand any images.
Of course, a hard copy should always be distributed to
managers, CSR’s, drivers, “Go-To– person as applicable.
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Optimizer Plus Workshop III [W2015-4]

...from previous Optimizer Plus Workshops

March 23-24, 2015 at the Hilton Garden Inn Indianapolis Airport
The 2013/2014 workshops were very well-attended and well-received. Don’t wait to register since we are limiting seating to 60 persons this year so everyone has enough room and
the ability to interact with each other and take full advantage of the lab.

 Great for current Optimizer Plus users and those that have purchased it but not using

 “We cannot afford to miss this meeting!”
 “Information was great and communication be-

tween Optigistics and other companies”
 “Meeting very useful and information excellent”

the many capabilities to truly ‘drive your bottom line.’

 “Lynn Sheets did an outstanding job.”

 If considering Optimizer Plus for the first time, this is the place you need to be!

 “Understand K-Factors better since I am new”

 Special guest speakers Dianne Schubert from Allied Cooperative and Tony Howell

 “Clean up data and reduce number of stops”

from River Valley Cooperative will share their ‘real-world’ insights and $$$ saved.

 Interact with other Energy-Force customers during and after sessions at the hotel.
 A must to learn the proper use of Opti+-Tool, Exclusions and Tank Groups!

 “Reminds us how important it is to strive for

higher compliance and what to expect”
 “Cannot continue to leave money on the table

 Contact Chris at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com for a Registration Form today!

like we have done in the past”

Training 2015!

Workshops

As promised, we are not having a User Meeting this year but are concentrating on training
at our lab and “Train-In-The-Field.” We want you to get maximum benefit from everything
Energy-Force has to offer to maximize your productivity, profitability and EBITDA. Please
note, we are still ‘firming’ up the Agendas, exact dates and locations, but wanted you
to be able to tentatively ‘save the dates’. More to come very soon . . .

Contact Chris at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com
or at (800) 783-6560, Extension 290
for assistance and to get a Description,
Agenda and Registration Form

Workshop at K & K’s Training Lab (5250 East U.S. Highway 36, Suite 100, Avon, IN 46123)
 Hands-on, customized workshops that cover all aspects in an intimate setting

Workshop located at the Hilton Garden Inn Indianapolis Airport
 Annual meeting for current, new and others considering the benefits of Optimizer Plus

‘Train-in-the-Field ’ Sessions at locations throughout the country (“We come to you!)
 Sessions at hotels or other venues usually for 1/2 day

Workshop Name

Code

Date(s)

Location

Description/Who Should Attend

Truck Computer & Energy-Track

W2015-3

March 10-11, 2015

K&K

Optimizer Plus III

W2015-4

March 23-24, 2015

Indianapolis

Truck Computer & Energy-Track

W2015-5

April 7-8, 2015

K&K

Your truck “Go-To” person and drivers
** Information coming soon!**

Your truck “Go-To” person and drivers
Using, implementing or considering OP+

Max
60
Max
10

CSR’s & Energy-Force

W2015-6

May 5-6, 2015

K&K

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field

T2015-1

June

Lincoln

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field

T2015-2

June

Sioux Falls

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field

T2015-3

June

Denver

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field

T2015-4

June

Seattle

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field

T2015-5

July

Madison

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field

T2015-6

August

Columbus

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

“Train-the-Driver” in the Field

T2015-7

August

Toledo

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

“Train-the-Manager” in the Field

T2015-21

September

Omaha

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

“Train-the-Manager” in the Field

T2015-22

September

Louisville

Exact dates, description and location coming soon!

Truck Computer & Energy-Track

W2015-7

September

K&K
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Chris Spurgeon to K & K!
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Quick Tips
 Be sure to match trip reports to
journals every day

Chris Spurgeon joined the K & K Management Solutions
team on December 1, 2014 as the Office Director.
Chris is an Indiana native and lives in Danville with her husband, Jeramy, and daughters, Elora (7) and Charlotte (3 ½).
In her spare time she loves to be outdoors with her family, especially biking, hiking and camping.
Chris also loves to read, is involved in her church and a diehard Indianapolis Colts fan.
We’re excited to have Chris as a valuable member of the K & K team. She loves working with people
and looks forward to getting to know all the valued K & K partners. Please be sure to welcome Chris
and don’t hesitate to contact her for assistance.

 Be sure to match ending and beginning totalizer on trip reports
 Be sure to change posting dates to
2015 instead of 2014 (you cannot
void items in prior months)

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
I hope everyone had a very Happy
New Year and that 2015 will be your
most successful year ever! I’m very
pleased to welcome Chris Spurgeon
as the newest member of my team.
As I discussed previously, we are
shaking things up in 2015 with workshops at K & K’s training room and in
the field (exact sites not determined
yet). There won’t be a User Meeting
this year, but will return in 2016.
Our workshop’s goal is to ensure that
Energy-Force and the entire Suite of
Products are fully utilized to help you
make your company successful.
On the back page are upcoming workshops, including our Optimizer Plus
Workshop III at the Hilton Garden
Inn by the Indianapolis airport.
Thanks for being a Valued Partner!

Missing a 2014
Newsletter?
Contact Chris at
cspurgeon@kkcomp.com
for a copy!

Congratulations to Madeline “Mady” Hayden
Madeline earned the title Miss Indiana State Fair on the final day of the fair’s
pageant, chosen from 85 contestants, each representing their home county.
Madeline is a freshman at Purdue University studying speech languages and hearing science. Mike and
Karen Hayden are her parents. Mike is the Propane Manager at Co-Alliance, a K & K Partner.

Congratulations to Madeline
from everyone at K & K !

Karla
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Don’t miss our next Truck Computer and Energy-Track Workshop
for your “Go-To” Person—February 10-11, 2015 [#2015-2]
Our first workshop in January was a success (pictures and participant feedback at right)! Don’t wait to register since
seating is limited to 10 persons and it is filling up fast! Note: the same workshop will be repeated on March 10-11, 2015.
Contact any K & K team member or Chris at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com for a Workshop Description and Registration Form.
The Workshop will be held in our new training room at . . .
5250 East Highway 36, Suite 100, Avon IN, 46123.

“He couldn’t have done a better job of going through

 “Hands-on” for both ‘hardware’ and ‘software’ issues

examples and stressing importance of proper installs”

“Meetings were very thorough and professional”
“Very well put together and helpful”
“Mock board a good representative for truck install”
“Step-by-step” troubleshooting demos were great”
“Will absolutely recommend to others”

 Begins promptly at 8:30 A.M.
 Many tips to maximize capabilities and efficiencies
 Special guest speaker, Kris Fisher, from Fisher Farm Services
 Troubleshooting tips and solutions
 Interact with fellow K & K customers to learn new ways from each other

 A “must” for your truck’s “Go-To” person in 2015!
Register today for any of the scheduled workshops shown below. If interested in attending, please contact any K & K team member at (800) 783-6560 or Chris
at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com for a Workshop Description and Registration Form.

Upcoming Workshops

Number

Date(s)

Location

Description/Who Should Attend

Truck Computer & Energy-Track

#2015-3

February 10-11, 2015

K&K

Your truck “Go-To” person and drivers

Truck Computer & Energy-Track

#2015-4

March 10-11, 2015

K&K

Your truck “Go-To” person and drivers

Optimizer Plus III

#2015-5

March 23-24, 2015

Hilton by
Indy. airport

Using, implementing or considering OP+

Optimizer Plus & Delivery Efficiency Tips






Watch daily e-mails to see if a truck is in overcapacity to take necessary action to prevent run -outs
Create a route for a spare truck when you have an over-capacity route
Increase driver's daily work hours from 8-10 hours to 12-13 hours (following DOT driving hours guidelines)
Increase maximum number of truck refills from 3 to 4
Don’t create exclusions for Saturday or Sunday because Optimizer Plus
must run for Julians and Call-Ins. If drivers do not deliver over the weekend,
the routes can simply be ignored and any tank that becomes critical will
route on Monday. If you want to be sure you have a route for Saturday or
Sunday, make one or your call-ins immediate

 If overcapacity, tank weights can be modified for Keep-Full tanks to only
consider 80%-90 % of critical Will-Call tanks which assures Keep-Full customers and date driven Julians are addressed first.

 Sub-modes default to “Fill Most Critical Tanks First” which can increase driver’s mileage if too many critical accounts. An option is to
select “Fill Largest Number of Critical tanks” to allow Optimizer Plus to schedule with less miles (done per route).

 If Drivers D.T.D.R. (Drive The Darn Route) you are much less likely to be in overcapacity mode and deliver much more efficiently!
 Contact K & K support to change settings in the Optimizer+ Tool because it runs live daily and could cause unforeseen problems.
 Carefully review your Daily Error Report to fix errors before they cause the Optimizer to not create a route .

Budget Tips
 Now is the time of year to run Budget Report # 1. This will display the customers debit or credit balance
and also the number of times billed vs number of times paid.

 Reduce or increase budget monthly payment amounts based on this report
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